Older Age and Higher Body Mass Index Are Associated With a More Degraded Trabecular Bone Score Compared to Bone Mineral Density.
Trabecular bone score (TBS) may detect subjects with a more degraded microarchitecture but whose bone mineral density (BMD) reflects normal or osteopenia. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether age and body sizes were associated with the discordance between BMD and TBS. We analyzed BMD and TBS in 1505 Korean women over 40 yr of age who had no history of osteoporotic fractures or conditions that affect bone metabolism. We considered 3 groups to have TBS values that reflected a more degraded TBS than their BMD values: (1) normal BMD but partially degraded TBS, (2) normal BMD but degraded TBS, and (3) osteopenia but degraded TBS. We compared subjects in these 3 groups with other subjects in terms of age and body sizes, and used multivariable logistic regression to analyze the odds ratios (ORs) for the occurrence of a more degraded TBS than their BMD level using age and body mass index (BMI). One hundred sixty subjects (10.6%) were found to have a more degraded TBS than their BMD level; these subjects were older, heavier, and had higher BMIs than the other subjects. Age (OR: 1.038, 95% confidence interval: 1.020-1.057, p< 0.001) and BMI (OR: 1.223, 95% confidence interval: 1.166-1.283, p< 0.001) were statistically significant in the multivariable analysis for the occurrence of this feature. Women with a more degraded TBS than their BMD level are older and have higher BMIs than the other subjects. It may be helpful to consider the possibility of trabecular bone degradation when clinically evaluating fracture risk in patients who are older or who have high BMIs with normal BMD or osteopenia.